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Abstract
Geoportals provide integrated access to geospatial resources, and enable both authorities and the general
public to contribute and share data and services. An essential goal of geoportals is to facilitate the discovery of the available resources. Such a process relies heavily on the quality of metadata. While multiple
metadata standards have been established, data contributers may adopt different standards when sharing
their data via the same geoportal. This is especially the case for user-generated content where various terms
and topics can be introduced to describe similar datasets. While this heterogeneity provides a wealth of
perspectives, it also complicates resource discovery. With the fast development of the Semantic Web technologies, there is a rise of Linked-Data-driven portals. Although these novel portals open up new ways to
organize metadata and retrieve resources, they lack effective semantic search methods. This article
addresses the two challenges discussed above, namely the topic heterogeneity brought by multiple metadata standards and the lack of established semantic search in Linked-Data-driven geoportals. To harmonize the metadata topics, we employ a natural language processing method, namely Labeled Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LLDA), and train it using standardized metadata from Data.gov. With respect to
semantic search, we construct thematic and geographic matching features from the textual metadata
descriptions, and train a regression model via a human participants experiment. We evaluate our methods
by examining their performances in addressing the two issues. Finally, we implement a semantics-enabled
and Linked-Data-driven prototypical geoportal using a sample dataset from Esri’s ArcGIS Online.

1 Introduction
Geoportals are online gateways that provide integrated access to geospatial resources, such as
maps, services, and a variety of geo-data (Maguire and Longley 2005). As unified platforms,
geoportals enable both authorities and public users to publish and share geospatial resources.
Geoportals also form a key component of Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDIs) which facilitate
access to geographic information and reduce data duplication among different government
departments (Masser 1999).
An essential goal of geoportals is to facilitate the discovery of the available resources. Most
geoportals maintain a catalog service which indexes the metadata of the resources in the portal
(Lutz and Klien 2006). As depicted in Figure 1, the process of resource discovery typically follows three steps: (1) resource providers publish their metadata to the geoportal; (2) consumers
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Typical publish-find-bind pattern in geoportals

search and potentially discover these resources through geoportals; and (3) consumers access
the resources directly from the providers (Ostensen and Smits 2002). Two major factors can
impact the performance of resource discovery: the quality of the metadata and the capability of
the portal’s search functionality.
Metadata play an important role in the resource discovery process. Accurate and complete
metadata ease the discovery of relevant resources, whereas it is difficult to find data when metadata are incomplete or even missing. To ensure metadata quality, standards, such as the Content
Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata (CSDGM) (Lee and Chan 2000) from the Federal
Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) as well as the ISO 19115 standard (Nogueras-Iso et al.
2004) have been developed. However, given the variety of data contributors, their motivations,
cultural backgrounds, time constraints, and so forth, today’s metadata vary dramatically in terms
of quality and completeness. With the emergence of community-based geoportals, the general
public also began to contribute geospatial resources (De Longueville 2010). Unlike specialists
who have often received professional training, general users may not follow any specific metadata standard but only annotate their data with informal descriptions and tags. Semantically harmonizing these metadata facilitates the indexing of resources and also enables a more accurate
categorization suitable for faceted search (Nowak and Craglia 2006; Craglia and Annoni 2007).
The search functionality is another important factor that influences the performance of
resource discovery in geoportals. Traditionally, keyword-based search has often been employed
to find resources based on the user’s query. While achieving fair performance, keyword-based
search often suffers from low recall, i.e. it fails to discover the resources which are described in
semantically-relevant but syntactically-different terms (e.g. road versus street) (de Andrade et al.
2014). One such example can be found on Data.gov (Figure 2). As can be seen, searching the
keyword earthquake returns more results than searching the keyword natural disasters, although
earthquakes are generally considered as a type of natural disasters. To overcome this limitation,
researchers proposed semantic search which retrieves data based on not merely keyword matching but semantic similarity (Janowicz et al. 2011). Ontologies, as semantic mediators among different concepts, have often been used to implement semantic search (Jones et al. 2004; Lutz and
Klien 2006; Wiegand and Garcia 2007; Fox et al. 2009; Li et al. 2014; Janowicz et al. 2011).
With the advances in Semantic Web technologies and the rise of Linked Data, it is worth
revisiting the metadata and search aspects that have hampered the effective use of geoportals for
many years. The term Linked Data has two meanings which have been used interchangeably. On
one side, it refers to a set of principles, recommended by W3C, to publish and share data on the
Semantic Web. On the other side, it has also been used to refer to the data which have been published following these W3C principles. A Linked-Data-driven geoportal is a new type of geoportal which manages metadata not in traditional databases but by following Linked Data
principles. The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is the standard method for such LinkedC 2015 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Figure 2 Limitation of keyword-based search using an example from Data.gov: (a) Search for
“earthquake”; and (b) Search for “natural disaster”

Data-driven geoportals, and the metadata, represented using RDF, are stored as nodes and links
which constitute a globally interconnected data graph. Such graph-based metadata organization
possesses novel features, such as better accommodation of domain-specific attributes, deductive
reasoning, global identifiers, and intuitive data browsing by following typed links (Athanasis
et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2010; Zhao et al. 2014). However, such new geoportals still lack effective semantic search methods which can function on the metadata represented as RDF.
This article addresses the two challenges discussed above, namely heterogeneous metadata
caused by multiple standards as well as the lack of established semantic search in Linked-Datadriven geoportals. For the first challenge, we focus on the heterogeneous metadata topics which
traditionally have to be harmonized manually. We employ a natural language processing
method, namely Labeled Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LLDA), and train it using the standardized metadata from Data.gov. We then apply the learned LLDA model to the metadata from
a major geoportal, i.e. Esri’s ArcGIS Online, and automatically harmonize the metadata into
the ISO 19115 standard based on unstructured textual descriptions. With respect to the semantic search, we construct thematic and geographic matching features from the textual descriptions, and train a regression model to rank the search results. Finally, we implement a
semantics-enabled and Linked-Data-driven geoportal using a sample of ArcGIS Online metadata. The contributions of our research are as follows:





We present a LLDA-based workflow to harmonize and enrich metadata. We benchmark
our approach against a naive Bayesian classifier baseline.
We develop a regression model to rank the search results based on the semanticallyexpanded input query. Such a model can be integrated into a Linked-Data-driven geoportal using a SPARQL query to support the semantic search functionality.
We implement a prototypical geoportal using the proposed methods and a sample of
metadata from Esri’s ArcGIS Online.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a review of the
related work on geoportals, metadata standards, and Linked-Data-driven portals. Section 3
describes the methods for metadata harmonization as well as semantic search. Section 4 applies
the presented methods to the experimental data retrieved from Data.gov and ArcGIS Online, and
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evaluates their performance. Section 5 presents the prototype which has been implemented using
data from ArcGIS Online. Finally, Section 6 summarizes this work and discusses future directions.

2 Related Work
The value of geoportals has been recognized by many governments and more than 100 geoportals have been established during the past decade (Rose 2004). On the global level, the GEOSS
(Global Earth Observation System of Systems) portal (http://www.geoportal.org/web/guest/
geo_home_stp) is an international effort from more than 70 countries to facilitate the integration and sharing of diverse environmental datasets and decision support tools (Onsrud et al.
2010). On the continental level, INSPIRE (Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community) (http://inspire-geoportal.ec.europa.eu/) is the largest spatial data infrastructure in Europe that manages data from the European Union (Masser 2007). On the country
level, there is Data.gov (https://www.data.gov/) which is the nationwide portal for the US that
incorporates data from the previous Geospatial One-Stop (GOS) (Tait 2005) as well as other
federal agencies (e.g. NOAA and USGS), and local governments. On the state level, a variety of
portals have been developed, such as the Californian geoportal (http://portal.gis.ca.gov/geoportal/catalog/main/home) and other state-level portals, which share and maintain local datasets.
In addition, there are a variety of domain-specific portals, such as FEMA’s geoportal for disaster response (Walker and Maidment 2006), the South Carolina Community Assessment Network for public health (Tang and Selwood 2005), and the Greenhouse Gas Data Portal for
climate change (Lin et al. 2013).
The fast growth of SDI also witnessed the evolution of metadata standards. In the US, FGDC
is a major organization that coordinates the implementation of metadata standards. For many
years, The Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata (CSDGM) has been used as the
standard to organize metadata (Maguire and Longley 2005). With the emergence of ISO 19115,
FGDC has began to encourage the use of this international standard. On its official website
(http://www.fgdc.gov), FGDC states that “federal agencies are encouraged to transition to ISO
metadata as their agencies are able to do so” and that “It’s recognized that the transition to ISO
metadata will be occurring over the next few years.” (retrieved in January 2015). To facilitate
metadata transition, conversion tools, such as the XML transformation from NOAA’s National
Coastal Data Development Center Initiative, have been developed (Nogueras-Iso et al. 2004).
These conversion tools establish mappings between the CSDGM metadata elements and the corresponding elements in ISO 19115. However, there is a mandatory element in ISO 19115, namely
the topic category, which cannot be directly converted from the existing metadata (FGDC 2006).
Although it is possible to ask data providers to check their data and manually add suitable topic
categories, such a process is labor-intensive and time-consuming. Alternatively, semantic alignment approaches (Euzenat 2004; Giunchiglia et al. 2007) could be employed to align the keywords or themes from the original metadata to the ISO 19115 topics. For example, Fugazza and
Vaccari (2011) developed SKOSMatcher, a tool that enables domain experts to align terms in
independent structured vocabularies. In the EuroGEOSS project, a semantic broker (http://www.
eurogeoss-broker.eu/) was created to interlink thesauri in different languages so that multilingual
queries can be supported. While good at mapping controlled vocabularies, semantic alignment
approaches have limited performance in handling informal or free metadata keywords that do
not conform to existing formal vocabularies. This research adopts a machine learning approach
to automatically enrich metadata with ISO 19115 topics. Such an approach makes use of the
C 2015 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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commonly available textual descriptions (e.g. titles and snippets) in metadata, and therefore is
not restricted to controlled vocabularies. Currently, our research focuses on metadata in English.
Linked-Data-driven geoportals are a new type of portal constructed using the Semantic
Web technologies and Linked Data principles. One important advantage of a Linked-Datadriven geoportal is its capability to index not only pre-defined attributes but also domainspecific information. For example, in traditional database management systems, a data provider who publishes a hurricane dataset may not be able to get the dates or strengths of the hurricanes indexed, since this information is domain-specific and does not belong to an existing
metadata standard. However, Linked-Data-driven geoportals are based on the flexible use of
ontologies, and therefore can address this issue by including corresponding domain-specific
ontologies. Athanasis et al. (2009) developed an early example of such a Linked-Data-driven
geoportal to accommodate the different attributes from multiple domains. Keßler et al. (2012)
developed a Linked Data portal for the GIScience community to organize geospatial data
related to researchers. In addition, a Linked-Data-driven geoportal allows users to intuitively
browse data by following links between resources. Such a feature can be helpful when users are
uncertain about what queries to input and would like to explore the data by “following their
noses”. Given metadata organized as RDF graphs, users can navigate from one resource (e.g. a
map) to a related resource (e.g. a data layer used in this map). However, semantic search functionality for the hosted RDF metadata has not been realized to date.

3 Methods
3.1 Harmonizing Metadata Topics
One geoportal may store metadata from a wide variety of data contributers. Consequently, different metadata standards may be used (if used at all), and the metadata quality may vary. In
such cases, it is important to harmonize the heterogeneous metadata. As ISO 19115 is an international standard recommended by FGDC, this work will try to harmonize heterogeneous
metadata into this standard. Specifically, we will focus on assigning topic categories which are
a mandatory element in ISO 19115.
We develop a machine learning based workflow for this topic categorization task. Such a
workflow considers this task as a multi-label classification problem, i.e. one geospatial resource
can be assigned multiple topics. Such a consideration is derived from our empirical experience
with geospatial datasets which usually have more than one topic. For example, a dataset about
Pollution from vehicles can have both environment and transportation as its thematic topics.
Similarly, NASA’s ASTER Global Digital Elevation Map (GDEM) can be categorized under
the topics of both elevation and imageryBaseMapsEarthCover using ISO 19115. We formalize
the topic categorization problem as below:
PROBLEM: Given a metadata record m, its textual description d, and a set of topics
T : ft1 ; t2 ; :::;tn g, assign a subset of topics T 0 to m so that each topic ti in T 0 has a relevance score si based on d that is larger than a threshold s.
For each metadata record m, its textual description d is the major data used by our workflow to decide which topics to assign. Such a design can enhance the generalizability of the
developed workflow, since textual descriptions can be commonly found in metadata in the
form of titles and short descriptions (often referred to as snippets). The raw textual descriptions
will go through a sequence of natural language processing steps, including removing
C 2015 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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punctuation and stop words, checking case consistency, and stemming words. The processed
results are used as input features for the learning model.
The relevance score si between the description d and a topic ti needs to be calculated using
a selected model. The model needs to be first tuned using training data, and can then be applied
to the unseen data. Depending on the specific problems, different training datasets should be
selected. For example, if the goal is to harmonize metadata topics following the standard of
ISO 19115, then metadata which are constructed in ISO 19115 need to be used as the training
data. On the other hand, if the goal is to harmonize the metadata into another standard, a different set of training data in that standard should be used. As we are handling a text-based classification problem, a common approach is to use naive Bayesian models. However, we utilize
LLDA in this work, and will explain the reasons in the following paragraphs. Figure 3 provides
an overview of the workflow using an example of the ISO 19115 standard.
Naive Bayesian models are a common approach for text-based classification. They consider each textual description as a bag of words, and estimate the probability that a textual
description belongs to a category by multiplying the word-based posterior probabilities:
Pðti jdÞ /

N
Y

Pðwj jti Þ3Pðti Þ

(1)

j51

where Pðti jdÞ is the posterior probability that a given textual description d belongs to the topic
ti ; Pðti Þ is the prior probability of topic ti in the training dataset; and Pðwj jti Þ is the posterior
probability that given the topic ti , word wj will appear in the textual description.
While naive Bayesian models have been successfully used in many existing text-based classification problems (Rennie 2001; Sebastiani 2002), they have several limitations when applied
to harmonizing metadata topics in this work. First, naive Bayesian models are not suitable for
multi-label classification. While they can be used to generate multiple topics, naive Bayesian
models assume that each textual description is associated with only a single topic when calculating the posterior probability (see Equation 1). This assumption undermines the capability of
naive Bayesian models in modeling the textual descriptions of geospatial resources, which are
often associated with multiple topics. Secondly, naive Bayesian models use the empirical prior
probabilities estimated from the training data as the prior probability for unseen data. This is
often not the case for the metadata harmonization problem, since the data to be harmonized
may come from geoportals that have different percentages of topics from those of the training
dataset. Finally, naive Bayesian models consider each single word as an input feature, and can
lead to overfitting for long textual descriptions. In Equation (1), N represents the number of
words in a textual description, and the value of N can vary significantly for different descriptions, thereby affecting the classification result.
Labeled Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LLDA) is a probabilistic graphical method which
models the process for generating a textual document involving one or multiple topics (Ramage
et al. 2009). LLDA is developed based on the traditional unsupervised Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model (Blei et al. 2003), but introduces a supervised component. Like LDA, LLDA
models a document (a textual description in our case) as a mixture of topics, and each of these
topics has a learned probabilistic distribution over a vocabulary from the training dataset.
Unlike LDA, LLDA constrains the learned topics to be those observed in the training dataset,
instead of using a group of words to represent each topic as LDA does. This design overcomes
the limitation of LDA in which some learned topics are difficult to interpret. Figure 4 shows a
graphic representation of this probabilistic model.
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Figure 3 An overview of the metadata harmonization workflow using an example of the ISO
19115 standard

Figure 4 Graphic representation of the LLDA model: Both the topic set K and the prior probabilities derived from a influence the topic mixture h (Ramage et al. 2009)

In Figure 4, D represents a set of documents, and we use d to represent a single document
in D. K is a set of topics in the training data, and in the example of the ISO 19115 standard, K
contains 19 topics, such as farming, biota, elevation, and so forth. N represents a set of words
in document d. U is a vector of parameters for the Bernoulli distribution which generates K. K
is a topic presence indicator fl1 ; l2 ; :::;lK g, where lk 2 f0; 1g (1 indicates the presence of a topic
and 0 otherwise). a is a vector of parameters for a Dirichlet distribution which contributes to
the prior probabilities of topic mixture h. g is a vector of parameters for another Dirichlet distribution which generates b for each topic k. b represents the prior probabilities for each word
in the vocabulary that belongs to the topic k. zw is a generated topic from h, and it contributes
to the generation of the word w. The parameters a, U, and g are learned from the training
dataset, and the trained LLDA model can then be applied to the unseen data. For more details
on LLDA, please refer to Ramage et al. (2009).
For the problem of harmonizing metadata topics, LLDA overcomes the limitations of naive
Bayesian models. First, LLDA models a textual description as a mixture of topics, and multiple
topics have been taken into account simultaneously. Such a modeling process fits the problem
of multi-label classification. Meanwhile, LLDA possesses a higher generalizability on unseen
data. This is because the prior probabilities of topics are modeled as random variables following a Dirichlet distribution, instead of as single values purely based on the frequency of training
data (as naive Bayesian models do). Finally, LLDA makes use of dimensionality reduction to
combine word-based features into a fixed set of new features, and avoids the issue of overfitting
for long textual descriptions. In addition, the dimensionality reduction based on linear combination of words can also capture some degree of synonymy and polysemy (Blei et al. 2003).

3.2 Semantic Search for RDF Metadata
This section presents the semantic search method we have developed for Linked-Data-driven
geoportals in which metadata are represented as RDF. Specifically, we adopt a free-text-style
C 2015 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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search which allows users to input any textual query instead of restricting the input terms to
certain vocabularies. Also, we enable users to perform geospatial queries using place names.
Such a design can be helpful when the users know the name of the target place but are unfamiliar with its location or boundary.

3.2.1 Metadata enrichment
As our goal is to build a free-text-style search, the textual descriptions in metadata can be useful sources against which the text-based query can be semantically compared. The descriptions
in the original metadata often contain information that cannot be directly used for search, such
as punctuations and stop words. Thus, our first step is to extract meaningful information from
the descriptions, and insert the extracted result as RDF triples back into the metadata. By manually examining a sample of metadata from Data.gov, we found that thematic concepts (e.g.
population and earthquake) and geographic names (e.g. California and Utah) in textual
descriptions can often represent the major content of the corresponding geospatial resources.
Based on this observation, we take a named entity recognition (NER) approach to enrich
metadata.
NER requires a background knowledge base against which the concepts and entities
can be extracted. We employ DBpedia as our knowledge base, which is a Semantic Web version of Wikipedia and which contains the entities and concepts in Wikipedia articles (Auer
et al. 2007; Lehmann et al. 2014). A two-stage procedure has been used for the NER process: spotting and disambiguating. In the spotting stage, terms which can be used to represent concepts and geographic names are identified from the textual descriptions. These
terms are obtained from three sources of DBpedia: article titles, redirect pages, and disambiguation pages. In the disambiguating stage, the identified terms are disambiguated based
on the surrounding context words using a vector space model and cosine similarity measurement. More details about this two-stage procedure have been discussed in previous
studies (Mendes et al. 2011; Hu et al. 2014).
In many existing geoportals, such as Data.gov, INSPIRE, and Esri’s ArcGIS Online, there
are often two types of textual descriptions, namely titles and snippets. Titles usually provide
more concise and meaningful information than the snippets. Therefore, we differentiate the
concepts extracted from titles and snippets using four vectors:
½Tt ; Tg ; St ; Sg 

(2)

where Tt is a vector that contains the thematic concepts extracted from the title; Tg represents
the geographic names from the title; and St and Sg are the other two vectors representing the
concepts and geographic names extracted from the snippet. The four vectors are then inserted
back into the RDF metadata using the SPARQL statement as below.

Listing 1

SPARQL statement for inserting thematic concepts and geographic names into the metadata
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Figure 5

The query expansion process using an example query of natural disasters in Utah

3.2.2 Query expansion
With the enriched metadata, our second step for semantic search is to expand the user’s input
query to help discover relevant resources. Existing studies suggest that thematic concepts and
geographic names should be expanded differently (Jones et al. 2001; Fu et al. 2005; Li et al.
2011). For thematic concepts, the expansion should focus on including syntactically-different
but semantically-similar words. For geographic names, the expansion needs to consider the
place relevance and hierarchies.
Ontologies, such as SWEET (Semantic Web for Earth and Environmental Terminology), have often been used to expand thematic concepts in geoportals (Lutz and Klien
2006; Li et al 2011; de Andrade et al. 2014). However, such an approach also restricts the
terms that can be used in the input queries, and therefore does not meet our goal of designing a free-text-style search. The latent semantic analysis (LSA) can discover hidden relations
between terms using a smoothing window and a mathematical method called singular value
decomposition (SVD) (Landauer et al.1998). By analyzing a large amount of text, LSA can
find semantically related words for almost any given term. In a recent work, Han et al.
(2013) trained a LSA model based on the content from 100 million web pages. Instead of
repeating existing work, we embed their trained LSA model into our system, and use this
model to expand thematic concepts. For geographic names, existing gazetteers usually contain useful information about the relevance and hierarchy of places. For fast implementation, we make use of the Geonames gazetteer service (http://api.geonames.org), which
contains a rich volume of data about geographic places. Figure 5 illustrates the process of
query expansion using an example query of natural disasters in Utah. It is worth noting
that thematic concepts and geographic names are first extracted from the input query, and
are then expanded. The concept extraction is conducted using the same two-stage procedure employed in the metadata enrichment.

3.2.3 Result ranking
With enriched metadata and the expanded query, our third step is to quantify the relevance
between geospatial resources and the input query, and to rank the result based on the calculated relevance values. As represented in Equation (2), the textual descriptions in each
metadata record have been represented as four vectors representing the thematic and geographic concepts extracted from the title and the snippet, respectively. Meanwhile, since
the input query has been expanded to include similar terms, we also differentiate exact
match from similar match. Exact match means the vectors contain a term which is exactly
C 2015 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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the same as the original input query, whereas similar match indicates that the vectors contain a term which is not in the original query but is added in the query expansion process.
As each of the four vectors can contain both exact match and similar match, we generate
eight matching scores as below.
In addition to the eight matching scores, we also introduce an interaction variable, called
Thematic-Geo Interaction (TGI), which has been defined as follows:
TGI5ðTTE1TTS1STE1STSÞ3ðTGE1TGS1SGE1SGSÞ

(3)

As can be seen, TGI is the multiplication between the sum of thematic matching scores and the
sum of geographic matching scores. The rationale for introducing this interaction variable is
that a good search result on geospatial resources often needs to have both thematic and geographic matches. Consider a user input query Drugs and Crime in California. A map that has
very high thematic matching score but is about Drugs and Crime in Spain (thus 0 geographic
matching score) may not necessarily be of interest to the user. On the contrary, a map that has
low scores in both thematic and geographic matching, e.g. Robberies in Los Angeles, may be
considered as a good match by the user. Thus, neither the thematic nor the geographic scores
have a fixed influence on the relevance value; instead the influence of one type of scores depends
on the existence of the other type, and the TGI variable, as denoted by its name, captures this
interaction. In fact, we will test the value of the interaction variable in the evaluation
experiment.
Table 1

Matching features constructed for ranking

Title Thematic Exact match (TTE)
Title Geographic Exact match (TGE)
Snippet Thematic Exact match (STE)
Snippet Geographic Exact match (SGE)

Title Thematic Similar match (TTS)
Title Geographic Similar match (TGS)
Snippet Thematic Similar match (STS)
Snippet Geographic Similar match (SGS)

Based on the 9 scores, a simple regression model has been developed to quantify the relevance between an input query and a candidate resource.
Rðq; mÞ5k1 TTE1k2 TTS1k3 TGE1k4 TGS
1k5 STE1k6 STS1k7 SGE1k8 SGS1k9 TGI

(4)

where Rðq; mÞ represents the relevance between the query q and the metadata record m. k1
; k2 ; :::;k9 are weights for the matching scores, and we will show how to estimate these
parameters in the evaluation experiments. Please note that we have designed this regression model as not having an intercept, since the relevance score should be 0 when no
match exists. Thus, we force the regression line to pass through the origin, and make the
intercept on the y axis as 0.
The presented regression model can be integrated into a Linked-Data-driven geoportal
using one SPARQL query. Such a SPARQL query is formalized as below:
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Listing 2 SPARQL query for calculating the relevance scores and ranking the result based on the
regression model

4 Evaluation Experiments
4.1 Experimental Data
The experimental data are retrieved from two geoportals: Data.gov and ArcGIS Online.
Data.gov maintains a catalog service which provides metadata constructed using the ISO
19115 standard. In total, we retrieved 26; 917 metadata records from Data.gov. ArcGIS Online
is a community-based geoportal which contains resources not only from federal agencies but
also contributed by the general public. The metadata from ArcGIS Online have varied qualities:
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they do not conform to existing ISO or FGDC standards, most records are not annotated using
controlled vocabularies, and some attribute values are even missing. In total, 10; 201 metadata
records have been retrieved from ArcGIS Online.
The overall experimental procedure is as follows: (1) we use the metadata from Data.gov
to train our LLDA model, and evaluate its performance by comparing it with a naive Bayesian
model; (2) we apply the trained LLDA to the unstandardized ArcGIS Online data to automatically assign ISO 19115 topics, and we implement the semantic search using the proposed methods; and (3) we tune the weights of the presented regression model using a human participants
experiment, and evaluate the quality of the search results.

4.2 Evaluation for Metadata Topic Harmonization
The data from Data.gov contain the ISO 19115 topics assigned by data providers, and therefore have been considered as the ground truth in this experiment. In order to compare the performances of the LLDA and the naive Bayesian model, we train both models using the same
Data.gov dataset. The 10-fold cross validation has been employed for this evaluation. Such a
method divides the data into 10 folds, and iteratively trains and tests the model; in each iteration, it uses nine folds of data for training and the remaining one fold for testing; finally, the
performances in all the iterations are summarized to provide an overall score of the model
(Flach 2012). To quantify the performance, we employ two metrics that have been commonly
used in information retrieval, namely precision and recall, which have been defined in Equations (5) and (6). We then calculate the precision and recall for both the LLDA and the naive
Bayesian model, and plot out the result in Figure 6.
precision5
recall5

retrieved relevant
all retrieved

retrieved relevant
all relevant

(5)
(6)

Precision and recall are a trade off: a high precision often comes with low recall and vice
versa. However, as can be seen in Figure 6, at any given point of recall, LLDA shows a higher
precision than the naive Bayesian model, demonstrating a generally better performance. When
the trained LLDA model is put into use, choosing a high precision with low recall indicates that
most topics generated by the model are correct, but there may be quite a number of metadata
entries that the model “feels uncertain about” and therefore cannot assign a topic. On the contrary, choosing a high recall with low precision indicates that the model “is bold enough” to
assign topics to most metadata, but cannot guarantee the correctness of these topics. Depending
on the requirements of specific applications, different thresholds s can be used to achieve the
desired precision and recall. When applying the trained LLDA to the unstandardized ArcGIS
Online data, we choose a threshold 0:37 which achieves 0:80 for precision and 0:69 for recall.
To understand the possible reasons for the misclassification, we manually examine the misclassified records and compare them with the ground truth topics assigned by data providers. It
has been found that the model makes a number of mistakes when the metadata records only
have very short textual descriptions. Such mistakes are understandable since the model has only
limited information to make a decision. In addition, there are some cases in which proper topics
generated by the LLDA model are considered as errors since these topics are not assigned by data
providers. For example, we find a metadata record on Greenhouse gas data which was assigned
with topics of environment and climatologyMeteorologyAtmosphere by the LLDA model. While
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Figure 6 The precision-recall plot of the LLDA model compared with the naive Bayesian model;
the red solid curve represents the result from the LLDA; the blue dotted curve represents the
result from the naive Bayesian model

both topics make sense, the data provider has only assigned environment to this metadata record,
and therefore the topic climatologyMeteorologyAtmosphere has been considered as a mistake.

4.3 Evaluation for the Semantic Search
To evaluate our proposed method for semantic search, we conduct a human participants
experiment in which seven individuals were invited to evaluate the search results based on 10
input queries. For each query, we provide a search phrase (e.g. “california population density”)
and 10 candidate results with varied relevance to the input query. Each participant was asked
to judge the degree of relevance from zero (not matching at all) to five (perfect matching). To
help ensure reproducibility, the experimental queries and their candidate maps can be downloaded at http://stko-exp.geog.ucsb.edu/survey/Questions.zip. The experiment results and calculated scores can be downloaded at http://stko-exp.geog.ucsb.edu/survey/surveyResult.zip. In
total, we have collected 700 data records from this experiment, and these human judgments
have been considered as our ground truth.
The 10-fold cross validation has been adopted again to train and test our regression model
for the semantic search. We first average the judgments from the seven different individuals for
each query and each candidate map, and obtain an aggregated dataset with 100 data records (10
queries and each query has 10 candidate maps). We then iteratively train the regression model,
and use the trained model to estimate the relevance values for the testing data records. Finally,
the estimated relevance values are compared with the averaged judgments from the participants.
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (Equation 7) has been used to quantify the comparison result:
P
ðxi 2
x Þðyi 2y Þ
ﬃ
r5 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(7)
P
P
ðxi 2
x Þ2 ðyi 2y Þ2
We plot out the estimated relevance scores and the human judgments in Figure 7. To test the
value of the interaction variable, two regression models (with interaction and without interaction) have been fitted using the training data, and their estimated scores on the testing data
have been shown in Figures 7a and b, respectively. The solid diagonals in the plotes represent a
perfect consistency between the estimated scores and human judgments, and the dotted lines are
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fitted based on the actual data points which have human judgments as the x coordinates and estimated scores as the y coordinates. In a perfect case, all of the data points should fall onto the
diagonals (since the estimated scores should equal the human judgment scores), and the dotted
line should overlap with the solid line. The more the dotted line deviates from the solid diagonal,
the worse the model’s performance is. As can be seen, including the interaction variable brings a
higher correlation coefficient 0:7226 (P < 0:001), compared with the regression model without
the interaction variable. Meanwhile, the dotted line in Figure 7(b) is closer to the solid diagonal
than the dotted line in Figure 7(a), indicating that the model with the interaction variable
achieves a generally better consistency between the estimated scores and human judgments.

5 Prototype
5.1 Implementation
As a proof-of-concept, we have implemented a semantics-enabled and Linked-Data-driven geoportal using the experimental metadata retrieved from ArcGIS Online. This prototype can be
accessed at: http://stko-exp.geog.ucsb.edu/linkedportal/. The ArcGIS Online metadata have
been converted into RDF, and are hosted in a SPARQL endpoint. For more details about the
RDF conversion, entity naming, and data publishing, readers can refer to our previous work
(Hu et al. 2015). The LLDA model trained based on Data.gov data has been used to automatically assign ISO 19115 topics to the unstructured ArcGIS Online metadata. The regression
model has been tuned using the data from our human participants experiment, and has been
embedded into the geoportal using the SPARQL query proposed in Listing 2. To increase the
efficiency of the SPARQL query, a block of union statements has been dynamically inserted
into the SPARQL query to preselect the resources which have at least one matched concept
before the execution of the OPTIONAL statements. An example of the union block is shown in
Listing 3. Based on this implementation, a query submitted to our geoportal prototype can typically be responded within five seconds.

Listing 3 A block of union statements inserted into the SPARQL query to preselect the geospatial
resources that have at least one match
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Figure 7 Comparing estimated relevance scores with human judgments: (a) Without the interaction variable; and (b) With the interaction variable

The metadata harmonization provides standard ISO 19115 topics based on which the
semantic search results can be grouped into different topic categories. This thematic categorization allows facet search, i.e. the users can not only see all the returned results but can also
browse them by topic categories. To implement facet search, we design a set of tabs on the left
side of the user interface, and dynamically summarize the number of the returned items for
each topic. In addition, we also allow users to browse the returned items by thematic matching,
geographic matching, or having both matchings. In the following subsections, we employ two
scenarios to show the major functions of the implemented geoportal.

5.2 Free-Text-Style Semantic Search
The implemented geoportal allows users to input queries freely instead of restricting the search
terms to pre-defined vocabularies. When a query is submitted to the geoportal, it will be processed by a Web service which analyzes the query and extracts the thematic and geographic terms.
Such terms are expanded and enriched with related thematic concepts and geographic names,
and are then compared with the candidate map records using the SPARQL query. In this scenario, we repeat a previous query executed on Data.gov: searching “natural disaster” and
“earthquake”. Two screenshots of the search results have been shown in Figure 8. It can be seen
that a search of “natural disaster” returns maps which are about wildfire, hurricane, earthquake,
and other natural disasters and which do not necessarily have the keyword “natural disaster”.

5.3 Link-tracing Data Browsing
Since the metadata in the geoportal are hosted in RDF, users can browse data through their
links. By clicking at one of the search results (which are represented as cards with thumbnails),
users can see detailed information about this geospatial resource in the displayed metadata
table. Meanwhile, the highlighted links in the metadata table can lead users to other related
resources. For example, users can click the link of the map owner to find out who has created
this map and other public information about the map creator. Similarly, users can also click at
other highlighted links, such as the layers used in the map, to explore the data in the geoportal.
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Figure 8 Free-text-style semantic search on the implemented geoportal: (a) Search for
“earthquake”; and (b) Search for “natural disaster”

Figure 9

Browsing resources by tracing data links

Besides, by clicking the “Open Map” button, one can directly access the geospatial resource
published on ArcGIS Online. Figure 9 demonstrates this link-tracing browsing process.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
A major function of geoportals is to facilitate the discovery of geospatial resources. Today’s Big
Data age brings a huge amount of data whose volume and variety are increasing at an
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unprecedented speed. Under this context, there is a growing demand for methods which can
facilitate the resource discovery in geoportals. Our article is an effort in this direction. Specifically, we focus on two issues which can influence the resource discovery result, namely metadata topic heterogeneity brought by multiple standards and the lack of established semantic
search in Linked-Data-driven geoportals. For the metadata heterogeneity, we train a LLDA
model to automatically assign topics to metadata records, and semantically harmonize them.
Our evaluation result shows that LLDA has an overall better performance compared with that
of a naive Bayesian model. Linked-Data-driven geoportals use RDF to organize and interlink
metadata into graphs, and possess several merits including accommodating domain-specific
metadata and enabling link-tracing data browsing. For the lack of semantic search on RDF
data, we develop methods for metadata enrichment and query expansion, and construct thematic and geographic matching features to quantify the relevance between an input query and
the candidate resources. We then train a regression model using a human participants experiment, and rank the search results based on the constructed matching scores. Our method
achieves fair performance in the evaluation experiment, and can be integrated into an existing
Linked-Data-driven geoportal using one SPARQL query.
This research, however, still has limitations that could be improved in future work. First,
the weights in the regression model are derived from a small-scale human participants test, and
therefore could be biased. A larger sample of participants could be recruited to achieve a more
accurate ranking result. In addition, the semantic search function still takes several seconds to
return in our current implementation. This response time could significantly increase when a
large amount of metadata have been inserted into the system. Thus, we still need to examine
the scalability of the system and improve its efficiency in later work.
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